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Abstract—Software developers need to cope with complexity of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) of external libraries or frameworks. However, typical APIs provide several thousands of methods to their client programs, and such large APIs are difficult to learn and use. An API method is generally used within client programs along with other methods of the API of interest. Despite this, co-usage relationships between API methods are often not documented. We propose a technique for mining Multi-Level API Usage Patterns (MLUP) to exhibit the co-usage relationships between methods of the API of interest across interfering usage scenarios. We detect multi-level usage patterns as distinct groups of API methods, where each group is uniformly used across variable client programs, independently of usage contexts. We evaluated our technique through the usage of four APIs having up to 22 client programs per API. For all the studied APIs, our technique was able to detect usage patterns that are, almost all, highly consistent and highly cohesive across a considerable variability of client programs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, software systems increasingly depend on external library and frameworks. Software developers need to reuse functionality provided by these libraries through their Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Hence, software developers have to cope with complexity of existing APIs that are needed to accomplish their work.

Despite recent progress in API documentation and discovery [1], [2], [3], [4], large APIs are difficult to learn and use [5], [2]. Notably, software developers might spend considerable time and effort to identify the subset of the class’s methods that are necessary and sufficient to implement (or at least to start the implementation of) their daily work. These difficulties come from two reasons. On the one hand, the co-usage relationships between API methods are often not documented. The documentation of an API method is in most cases limited to the functionality provided by that method alone, even though an API method is usually used within client programs along with other methods of the API. On the other hand, the elaborated documentation of an API class may be very detailed, with verbose text, as it tries to specify all aspects that a client might need to know about the class of interest [3].

To learn how to use API’s methods, software developers usually search for code snippets by means of source code search engines, such as the Ohloh Code search engine [6]. Yet, existing source code search engines return a huge number of code snippets that use the API’s methods of interest. Therefore, we believe that identifying usage patterns for the API can be helpful for a better learning of common ways to use the API.

Recently, automated techniques to detect API usage properties have gained a considerable attention [7], [8], [2], [1]. These existing techniques are valuable to facilitate API understanding and usage. However, since the interference between different API usage scenarios could negatively impact the usage pattern mining process, existing techniques mainly focus on identifying API patterns in a specific usage scenario. Such techniques are proposed for recommending usage examples of the API that are relevant to one task at hand (e.g., [2]), and/or for auto completion of source code in a specific context (e.g., [9]). In consequence, they fail short in identifying API usage patterns that are, at the same time, context independent and reflect different interfering API usage scenarios.

In this paper, we propose a technique for mining multi-level API usage patterns. We define a multi-level API usage pattern as a distribution on different usage cohesion levels of some APIs methods which are most frequently used together in client programs, in a consistent way, and regardless of the variability of client programs. Our technique for detecting such usage patterns is based on the analysis of the frequency and consistency of co-usage relations between the APIs methods within a variety of client programs of the API of interest. The rational behind this multi-level distribution of methods in a usage pattern is to identify the pattern’s core, which represents the pattern’s methods that are ‘always’ used together, and to reflect interfering usage scenarios of the pattern’s core and the rest of the APIs methods. Hence, multi-level usage patterns add a new dimension which can be used to enhance the API documentation with co-usage relationships between methods of the API of interest.

We evaluated our technique using four different APIs: HttpClient [10], Java Security [11], Swing [12] and AWT [13]. In our evaluation, we used 12 client programs of the HttpClient and Java Security APIs, and 22 client programs of the Swing and AWT APIs. We opted for a comparative evaluation of our technique MLUP against the technique of MAPO, as described in [2], [14] for identifying closed sequential usage patterns. The results show that, for every studied API, usage patterns identified by MLUP are significantly more cohesive than those identified by MAPO. Moreover, MLUP was able to identify a larger number of usage patterns than MAPO, and usage patterns identified by MLUP are overall larger and more complex than those identified by MAPO. And, in many cases, MLUP has identified API usage patterns that are present within client programs offering completely different features. Furthermore, to evaluate the generalization of identified usage patterns to potential new client programs of the API of interest, we performed leave-one-out cross validations. The results show that across a considerable variability of client programs, usage patterns identified by MLUP remain more cohesive than those identified by MAPO.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II motivates the usefulness of this work with two actual examples from HttpClient and Swing APIs. We explain our approach in Section III and present the case study used for evaluating it in Section IV-A. Section V presents and analyzes the results of our study. In Section VI we discuss further our approach and the evaluation results. Finally, Section VII presents various contributions that are related to our work, before concluding in Section VIII.

II. Motivation Examples

In this section we present two motivation examples to illustrate the following aspects of the addressed problem: (1) the same usage pattern can be used in different contexts (we have to be context independent); and (2) interfering API usage scenarios could be presented using multi-level usage patterns.

A. HttpClient Authentication

Consider the HttpClient API [10], which provides a feature-rich package implementing the client side of HTTP standards and recommendations. For this API, each time the method setProxy(String, int) of HostConfiguration class is invoked, our technique will inform the developer that he will need to think about the method setProxyCredentials(AuthScope, Credentials) of the class HttpState. This hypothesis on the co-usage relationship between setProxy and setProxyCredentials methods is due to our analysis of various client programs of the HttpClient API, which found that both methods are always called together.

For instance, Figure 1 shows two code snippets of HostConfiguration.setProxy method. In these code snippets, the HttpState.setProxyCredentials method is also invoked, after setProxy. These code snippets are from two different projects MailBridge[3] and jUploader[2]. In Listing 1 they are used in the constructor of NetTools class, while in Listing 2 they are used in a factory of HttpClient objects (in HttpClientFactory.getHttpClient()). The purposes of these client classes/methods are completely different as their names indicate. It is worth noting that in these client methods, as in others, the methods of interest (setProxy and setProxyCredentials) are used with other methods of HttpClient, such as HttpClient.getParams and(HttpClient.setParameter. However, deeply analyzing a variety of client methods to setProxy method, we observed that its co-usage relationship with setProxyCredentials method remains consistent, but its co-usage relationships with other methods of HttpClient API are not.

Actually, for a given HTTP client, once proxy settings are set (using setProxy method), the client program should consider updating the HTTP client’s state, which contains all HTTP attributes that may persist from request to request (such as authentication credentials). Therefore, the client program should set the proxy credentials for the given authentication realm using setProxyCredentials method.

Despite the very well elaborated documentation of the HttpClient API, we had to spend a noticeable time to figure-out the above-mentioned information in this documentation. Indeed, reading the Java doc of the aforementioned classes and methods, and reviewing the HttpClient’s code sample[4], we did not find any documentation regarding the co-usage relation between HostConfiguration.setProxy and HttpState.setProxyCredentials. Finally, reading the Authentication section in the HttpClient’s user guide, we found that the first paragraph “Server Authentication” and the fourth paragraph “Proxy Authentication” provide an implicit documentation of that co-usage relationship.

B. The Swing GroupLayout’s Interface

To better illustrate the benefit of identifying consistent API usage patterns, we consider the class GroupLayout[8] in the Swing API [12]. GroupLayout is a LayoutManager that hierarchically groups components in order to position them in a Container. It is typically used by every client programs of the Swing API for managing layouts in JPanels. The (public) GroupLayout’s interface consists of 30 methods, and the class defines one constructor GroupLayout(Container host). Reading the GroupLayout’s Java doc, the associated examples and the Java Swing tutorial, “How to Use GroupLayout” we found that it is not trivial at all to identify the smallest subset of GroupLayout’s methods that are actually required for managing Swing GUI layouts. Indeed, the example provided with the GroupLayout documentation uses, in addition to the GroupLayout’s constructor, 6 methods of the GroupLayout’s interface. In the Java Swing tutorial, the provided example on GroupLayout uses additional method (7 methods in total).

Analyzing a wide variety of client methods to the GroupLayout class, we found that a relatively small subset of the GroupLayout’s methods are always (consistently) used together to build layouts of Swing GUIs. Those methods are: the GroupLayout’s constructor, then setHorizontalGroup and setVerticalGroup methods. Hence, these methods represent a usage pattern of Swing API, that we refer to as core usage pattern of GroupLayout. Moreover, our analysis revealed that building a layout (using GroupLayout) cannot be complete without using either createParallelGroup, createSequentialGroup, or both methods, for specifying the type of layout’s horizontal and vertical groups. In other words, the set {createParallelGroup,

[1] With the query “setProxy & language = Java”, the Ohloh code search engine returned more than 5 million results (the query was on 15th June 2014). Verifying all the code snippets found is practically impossible. However, most of the results that we were able to verify were not relevant to the method of interest (HostConfiguration.setProxy), but for other methods having the same name (“setProxy”).

[2] MailBridge is a HTTP tunnel for POP and SMTP access via a proxy.

[3] jUploader is a cross platform and cross-site photo uploader.
createParallelGroup} is, partially or totally, used with the core usage pattern of GroupLayout. We call these methods as peripheral usage pattern of GroupLayout.

In summary, our technique for mining API usage patterns can inform Swing users that layouts can be built using 5 methods: the core usage pattern (3 methods) and peripheral usage pattern (2 methods) of GroupLayout. Hence, developers can focus only on 5 methods of the GroupLayout’s interface (instead of 30 methods) for building the layouts of their Swing GUIs. Then, as needed, developers can then modify properties of their GUI layouts using other methods in GroupLayout.

III. MULTI-LEVEL USAGE PATTERNS ANALYSIS APPROACH

In this section, we detail our approach for detecting multi-level API usage patterns. Before detailing the used algorithm, we provide a deeper definition of multi-level usage patterns and their representation in our approach.

A. Multi-Level API Usage Patterns

As outlined earlier, we define an API usage pattern (UP) as a group (i.e., cluster) of methods of the API of interest that are co-used together by the API client programs. An UP includes only methods which are accessible from client programs (i.e., public methods of the API), and each UP represents an exclusive subset of the API’s public methods.

Ideally, the co-usage relations between the UP’s methods remain the same across all possible client methods of the UP. However, APIs are open applications, and it is unfeasible to analyze all their possible usage scenarios. Hence, we need a technique that can identify API usage patterns independently of the variability of features provided by the API’s client programs and of the API’s usage scenarios. Therefore, our technique for identifying API usage patterns should (1) capture out interference in co-usage relationships between the API’s methods, and (2) isolate noises with respect to the degree of co-usage relationships in detected patterns.

To illustrate the representation of multi-level usage patterns, we use our example on GroupLayout class (Section II-B). In this example, we showed that the core usage pattern of GroupLayout consists of 3 methods, which are used together by all analyzed client methods of GroupLayout. Hence, developers can focus only on 5 methods of the GroupLayout’s interface (instead of 30 methods) for building the layouts of their Swing GUIs. Then, as needed, developers can then modify properties of their GUI layouts using other methods in GroupLayout.

In summary, our technique for mining API usage patterns can inform Swing users that layouts can be built using 5 methods: the core usage pattern (3 methods) and peripheral usage pattern (2 methods) of GroupLayout. Hence, developers can focus only on 5 methods of the GroupLayout’s interface (instead of 30 methods) for building the layouts of their Swing GUIs. Then, as needed, developers can then modify properties of their GUI layouts using other methods in GroupLayout.

III. MULTI-LEVEL USAGE PATTERNS ANALYSIS APPROACH

In this section, we detail our approach for detecting multi-level API usage patterns. Before detailing the used algorithm, we provide a deeper definition of multi-level usage patterns and their representation in our approach.

A. Multi-Level API Usage Patterns

As outlined earlier, we define an API usage pattern (UP) as a group (i.e., cluster) of methods of the API of interest that are co-used together by the API client programs. An UP includes only methods which are accessible from client programs (i.e., public methods of the API), and each UP represents an exclusive subset of the API’s public methods.

Ideally, the co-usage relations between the UP’s methods remain the same across all possible client methods of the UP. However, APIs are open applications, and it is unfeasible to analyze all their possible usage scenarios. Hence, we need a technique that can identify API usage patterns independently of the variability of features provided by the API’s client programs and of the API’s usage scenarios. Therefore, our technique for identifying API usage patterns should (1) capture out interference in co-usage relationships between the API’s methods, and (2) isolate noises with respect to the degree of co-usage relationships in detected patterns.
B. Approach Overview

Our approach takes as input the source code of the API to study and multiple client programs making use of this API. The output of our approach is a set of usage patterns as described in Section III-A.

The API usage patterns detection approach proceeds as follows. First, the API’s and client programs source code is statically analyzed to extract the references between the methods of the client programs and the public methods of the API. Then, we retrieve the usage of the API methods by analyzing the source code of the client programs. Each public method in the API is characterized by a usage vector which encodes information about its client methods. Finally, we use cluster analysis to group the API methods that are most frequently co-used together by client methods.

C. Clustering algorithm

Our clustering is based on the algorithm DBSCAN [15]. DBSCAN is a density based algorithm, i.e., the clusters are formed by recognizing dense regions of points in the search space. The main idea behind it, is that each point to be clustered must have at least a minimum number of points in its neighborhood. This property of DBSCAN permits the clustering algorithm to leave out (not cluster) any point that is not located in a dense region of points in the search space. In other words, the algorithm clusters only relevant points and leaves out noisy points. This explains our choice of DBSCAN to detect API usage patterns. Indeed, not all public methods of the API are to be clustered because some are simply not co-used together nor with specific subsets of the API methods.

In our approach, each API public method is represented by a usage vector that has constant length $l$, that is the number of all client methods which use the API methods. Figure 3 shows that the API of interest is used by 7 client methods. And, these client methods use 5 methods of the API. Note that the client methods could belong to different client programs of the considered API. For an API method, $m$, an entry of 1 (or 0) in the $i^{th}$ position of its usage vector, denotes that $m$ is used (or not used) by the $i^{th}$ client method corresponding to this position. Hence, summing the entries in the method’s usage vector represents the number of its client methods. For instance, in Figure 3, the usage vector of API$m1$ shows that this API method is used by 4 client methods, which are $C1.m1$, $C1.m2$, $C2.m3$ and $C3.m1$. We can see that these client methods use also the API methods API$m2$, API$m3$ and API$m4$, but do not use API$m5$.

DBSCAN constructs clusters of API methods by grouping those that are close to each other (i.e., similar methods) and form a dense region. For this purpose, we define the Usage Similarity, $USim$ in Equation (1), between two API methods $m_i$ and $m_j$, using the Jaccard similarity coefficient with regards to the client methods, $Cl_{mtd}$, of $m_i$ and $m_j$. The rationale behind this is that two API methods are close to each other (short distance) if the corresponding methods share a large subset of common client methods.

$$USim(m_i, m_j) = \frac{|Cl_{mtd}(m_i) \cap Cl_{mtd}(m_j)|}{|Cl_{mtd}(m_i) \cup Cl_{mtd}(m_j)|}$$ (1)

Where $Cl_{mtd}(m)$ is the set of client methods of the API method $m$. For example, the $USim$ between the API methods API$m1$ and API$m2$ in Figure 3 is $\frac{1}{9}$—since these API methods have in total 5 client methods, and 4 of them are common for API$m1$ and API$m2$. The distance between two methods $m_i$ and $m_j$ is then computed as $Dist = 1 – USim(m_i, m_j)$.

DBSCAN needs two parameters to perform the clustering. The first parameter is the minimum number of methods in a cluster. We set it at two, so that a usage pattern must include at least two methods of the studied API. The second parameter, epsilon, is the maximum distance within which two methods can be considered as neighbor, each to other. In other words, epsilon value control the minimal density that a clustered region can have. The shorter is the distance between the methods within a cluster the more dense is the cluster. As we will show in the next section, we will use different values for epsilon for identifying multi-level usage patterns.

D. Incremental Clustering

In DBSCAN, the value of the epsilon parameter influences greatly the resulting clusters. Indeed, in our approach, a value of 0 for epsilon, means that each cluster must contain only API methods that are completely similar (i.e., distance among methods belonging to the same cluster must be 0). Relaxing the epsilon parameter will relax the constraint on the requested density within clusters.

On the one hand, if we set epsilon at fixed small value, such as epsilon = 0.6, DBSCAN will produce usage patterns that are very dense. Yet, resulted usage patterns will not capture out interference in co-usage relationships between the API’s methods: a usage pattern will include only methods that are all always co-used together. On the other hand, fixing epsilon to relatively large value, such as epsilon = 0.6, DBSCAN will produce usage patterns that include some noises. And, for a given usage pattern, it will not be easy to distinguish between dense subsets from subsets that capture out interference in co-usage relationships.

In our approach, we decided to build the clusters incrementally by relaxing the epsilon parameter, step by step. Figure 4 shows the pseudo-code of the incremental clustering. First, we construct a dataset containing all the API methods and cluster them using DBSCAN algorithm with epsilon value of 0. This results in clusters of API methods that are always used together, and multiple noisy API methods left out. At the end of this run, for each produced cluster we aggregate
For MLUP we fixed the maxEpsilon value to 0.35. Obtained results are not computed for the core and the peripheral patterns separately, but rather for the usage pattern as a whole.

A. Data
We evaluate our technique through the usage of four widely used APIs: HttpClient, Java Security, Swing and AWT (Table I). To perform our study, we selected 22 client programs for the Swing and AWT APIs, and 12 client programs for the HttpClient and Java Security APIs (see Table II).

B. Comparative Evaluation
To address our research questions we opted for a comparative evaluation, we compared our technique for mining multi-level API usage patterns (MLUP) to the most similar approach, MAPO, as configured in [2]. To mine API usage patterns, MAPO clusters frequent API method call sequences extracted from client programs, then use the BIDE [16] algorithm to mine closed sequential patterns from the preprocessed method-call sequences: i.e., to capture groups of API’s method that are frequently used together. This comparison allows us to better position our approach and characterize the obtained results.

For example, Figure 5 shows that our approach can detect cohesive, or noisy methods from the first run. This dataset is fed back to the DBSCAN algorithm for clustering, but with a slightly higher value of epsilon, that is epsilon = 0 + δ. This procedure is repeated in each step corresponding to an epsilon value of α. And, the clustering process is stopped when epsilon reaches a maximum value, β, given as parameter.

For example, Figure 5 shows that result of our incremental clustering for the API methods in Figure 3. In this example, the initial dataset contains 5 methods, API.m1, ..., API.m5, the epsilon parameter is incremented in each step by δ = 0.2, and the epsilon maximum value was set to β = 0.5. Figure 5 shows that the algorithm will produce one multi-level usage pattern that contains in total 4 methods (API.m1, ..., API.m4), and API.m5 is left out as a noisy method. The produced multi-level usage pattern involves 3 levels of density. The first level, which is the most dense one, is clustered at epsilon = 0, and it includes only API.m2 and API.m4. These two methods represent the core of the identified usage pattern since they are always co-used together (i.e., they have a perfect usage similarity). The second level, is clustered at epsilon = 0.2, and includes API.m1 in addition to API.m2 and API.m4. This method, API.m1, is included in this level since its distance from both API.m2 and API.m4 is smaller than 0.2. Finally, the third level, which is the less dense one, is clustered at epsilon = 0.4. This level includes, in addition to the methods of the first and second level, the method API.m3. At the end, the method API.m5 is left out as a noisy method since its distance from any clustered method is larger than epsilon maximum value, which is 0.5. This multi-level usage pattern can be interpreted as that the pattern’s core, which includes API.m2 and API.m4, can have 2 interferences usage scenarios: (1) the core methods can be co-used, most frequently, with API.m1, which shares 4/5 common client methods; (2) the core methods can be co-used with API.m3, which shares 3/5 common client methods.

IV. Evaluation
The objective of our study is to evaluate whether our technique can detect API usage patterns which are enough cohesive to provide valuable information that can help in learning and using APIs, and which are generalizable independently of the API usage contexts. We formulated the research questions of our study as follows:

• **RQ1**: to which extent the detected usage pattern are cohesive?
• **RQ2**: to which extent the detected usage pattern could be generalized to other “new” client programs, that are not considered in the mining process?

C. Metrics and Experimental Setup
The following describes the process of our experiments for a given API of the case study. The setup settings described in this section were applied for the two compared approaches MLUP and MAPO.
1) Pattern co-usage relationships: To address our first research question (RQ1), we need to evaluate whether detected usage patterns are enough cohesive to exhibit informative co-usage relationships between the API methods. To measure the cohesion of usage patterns, we use the Service Usage Cohesion Metric (SIUC), taken from Perepletchikov et al. [17]. SIUC was recently used in [18] to measure the usage cohesion of interfaces in Java OO applications, where, like our definition of a usage pattern, an interface is defined as a group of method declarations. In the following, we refer to the SIUC metric as Pattern Usage Cohesion (PUC). PUC takes its value in the range [0..1]. The larger the value of PUC is, the better the usage cohesion. PUC states that a usage pattern has an ideal usage cohesion. PUC takes its value in the range [0..1]. The larger the value of PUC is, the better the usage cohesion. PUC states that a usage pattern has an ideal usage cohesion (PUC = 1) if all the pattern’s methods are always used together. The PUC for a given usage pattern p is defined as follows:

\[
PUC(p) = \frac{\sum_{cm \in CM(p)} \text{ratio}_\text{used}_\text{mtds}(p, cm)}{|CM(p)|}
\]  

(2)

Where cm denotes a client method of the pattern p; ratio_used_mtds(p, c) is the ratio of methods which belong to the usage pattern p and are used by the client method cm; and CM(p) is the set of all client methods of the methods in p.

To answer our first research question (RQ1), we apply our technique and MAPO for all the selected APIs of the case study, using the APIs client programs described in Table II. Then we compare the cohesion of the detected usage patterns through the two techniques, using the PUC metric.

2) Pattern generalization: The detection of usage patterns for an API depends on the used set of API’s client programs (training client programs). Hence, to address our second research question RQ2, we need to evaluate whether the detected API’s usage patterns will have similar usage cohesion in the context of new client programs of the API (validation client programs). Our hypothesis is that: detected usage patterns for an API are said “generalizable” if they remain characterized by a high usage cohesion degree in the contexts of various API client programs. This is regardless of the natures and features of those client programs, and of whether those programs were used or not for detecting the API’s usage patterns. Such generalizable usage patterns can contribute to learn common ways of using the API of interest.

To evaluate the generalizability of detected patterns, we perform leave-one-out cross-validations for all the selected APIs of the case study, using the APIs client programs described in Table II. Let N represents the number of used client programs
for the considered API (e.g., N = 22 for Swing), we perform N
runs of the two compared techniques (MLUP and MAPO) on
the API. Each run uses N-1 client programs as training client
programs for detecting usage patterns, and leaves away one of
the APIs client programs as validation client programs. The
results are sorted in N runs, where each run has its associated
usage patterns, and its corresponding training and validation
client programs.

Then, we address our second research questions (RQ2) in
two steps, as follows. In the first step, we evaluate the cohesion
of the detected usage patterns (as measured by PUC) in the
contexts of validation sets. However, in a given run, it is
possible that some detected usage patterns involve only meth-
ods that are not used at all in the validation client programs.
Therefore, to evaluate the generalizability of detected patterns
in a run, we consider only patterns which contain at least
one method that is actually used by the run’s validation client
programs. We call such patterns as the eligible patterns for the
validation client programs. For an eligible pattern, if only a
small subset of its methods are used by the validation client
programs, while the other methods are not used, the pattern
will have a low usage cohesion. As a consequence, it will be
evaluated as “not generalizable”. At the end of this step, we
compare between the cohesion results obtained with MLUP
and MAPO.

In the second step, for each run we evaluate the consistency
of the detected usage patterns between the training client
programs and the validation client programs. A pattern is said
consistent if the co-usage relationships between the pattern’s
methods in the context of the training client programs remain
the same (or very similar) in the context of the validation client
programs. We define the consistency of a usage pattern as:

\[ Consistency(p) = 1 - |PUC_T(p) - PUC_V(p)| \]  

Where \( PUC_T \) and \( PUC_V \) are the usage cohesion values of
the pattern \( p \) in the training client programs context and validation
client programs context, respectively. This metric takes its
value in the range \([0,1]\). A value close to 1 indicates that the
cos-usage relationships between the pattern’s methods remain
the same between training client programs and the “new”
validation client program, while a value close to 0 indicates a
dissimilar behavior of the pattern between the two sets of
clients. This metric allows us to characterize the difference in
pattern’s cohesion between changing context to see whether
good patterns remain good ones and bad patterns remain bad
ones.

V. RESULTS ANALYSIS

Before addressing our research questions, we analyzed the
dependencies between the client programs in Table III and the
selected APIs. We applied the two compared techniques for de-
tecting usage patterns of selected APIs. Table III summarizes
the results of this phase, which shows that, for all studied APIs,
our technique (MLUP) has been able to detect more usage
patterns than MAPO. And, MLUP usage patterns are, overall,
larger than MAPO ones. In the following, we investigate the
results of our experiments explained in Section IV to address
our research questions RQ1 and RQ2.

A. Patterns Cohesion (RQ1)

To answer our research question RQ1, we analyze the
average and the distribution of usage cohesion values for
all detected usage patterns per studied API, using the two
compared approaches. Table IV clearly show that, on average,
MLUP outperforms MAPO for detecting cohesive usage pat-
tterns. Moreover the Wilcoxon rank sum test statically confirms
these statements. The usage cohesion values obtained for
MLUP reflect very strong co-usage relationships between the
pattern’s methods for all studied APIs. Indeed, the average
usage cohesion values for MLUP are between 90% and 96%
whereas MAPO’s average values are between 55% and 71% .

The distribution of usage cohesion values for all detected
usage patterns in Figure 6 confirms the above-mentioned
finding. Indeed, in the worst case for MLUP and the best case
for MAPO, the case of Java Security API, the median usage
cohesion with MLUP and MAPO are respectively around 90%
and 71%. For the other studied APIs, the medians and lower
percentiles remain larger than 90% for MLUP, whereas with
MAPO the medians and upper quartiles persist under 70%.

In summary, the co-usage relationships between the methods
of every usage pattern detected with MLUP are comparatively
strong, where at least 70%, and up to 100%, of the pattern’s
methods are co-used together.
Table V: Statistics on the Cohesion of identified API usage patterns for MLUP and MAPO, in validation clients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>MLUP Avg</th>
<th>MLUP StdDev</th>
<th>MLUP Max</th>
<th>MAPO Avg</th>
<th>MAPO StdDev</th>
<th>MAPO Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Java Security</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HttpClient</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWT</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI: Statistics on the Consistency of identified API usage patterns for MLUP and MAPO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>MLUP Avg</th>
<th>MLUP StdDev</th>
<th>MLUP Max</th>
<th>MAPO Avg</th>
<th>MAPO StdDev</th>
<th>MAPO Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Java Security</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HttpClient</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWT</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Cohesion values of identified API usage patterns, for MLUP and MAPO in the contexts of validation clients.

Figure 8: Consistency values of identified API usage patterns for MLUP and MAPO, across multiple validation clients.

B. Patterns Generalization (RQ2)

The cross-validation allow us to observe the generalizability of the detected patterns on two levels. First we inspect the co-usage relationships of detected patterns in the context of potential new client programs. Then we characterize the usage cohesion deterioration between the training and validation client programs. In both levels, we first analyze the average value of corresponding measurements collected from all cross-validation runs (Table V and Table VI), and then we analyze the distribution of collected values using median boxplots (Figure 7 and Figure 8).

1) Patterns Validation Cohesion: Table V summarizes, for both MLUP and MAPO, the usage cohesion of detected usage patterns in the contexts of validation client programs. For MLUP we notice that the average values remain high (around 85%), but with a slight degradation in the case of HttpClient API where the average usage cohesion is 79%. We also notice that the standard deviation values are very low. This reflects that, overall, the detected patterns using MLUP had always very good usage cohesion in the context of validation client programs. As for MAPO, the average usage cohesion values are significantly lower.

In Figure 7, although patterns cohesion values were degraded for both MLUP and MAPO, as compared to the patterns cohesion values in Figure 6, we observe that the median values for MLUP remain high. We also notice that the degradation of cohesion values is much more visible for MAPO. Precisely, for MLUP, in the worst case (HttpClient API) the median usage cohesion for detected patterns is around 75%. For the other studied APIs, the medians and lower quartiles remain larger than 80%.

In summary, compared to usage patterns that are detected by MAPO, usage patterns detected with our technique remain highly cohesive across various client programs of the API of interest. This shows that MLUP detected usage patterns retain their informative criteria independently of the API usage scenarios. Examples of such API usage patterns are the patterns that we discussed in Sections II-A and II-B. These results show that API usage patterns detected with our technique can be used to enhance the API documentation with co-usage relationships with high confidence without a need to consider all possible usage contexts (client programs) of the API of interest.

2) Patterns Consistency: As it can be seen in Table VI, the results show that, using both MLUP and MAPO, the identified usage patterns for the four studied APIs are overall characterized with high consistency. Indeed, for both MLUP and MAPO, the average consistency values of detected patterns across multiple validation client programs are around 80%. The table also shows that maximum consistency values for all studied APIs are very close to the ideal value, which is 1, and the standard deviation values are very small. We consider as example the case of AWT API, where 22 leave-one-out cross validations have been made, using 22 client programs. In this case the results show that, for any AWT’s detected pattern, on average 84% (for MLUP) and 77% (for MAPO) of co-usage relationships between pattern methods remain similar across 22 client programs of AWT.

The boxplots in Figure 8 give more information on the consistency of detected usage patterns in each run of the compared techniques. Overall, the boxplots in Figure 8 show that, for detected patterns with MLUP, the median and lower
quartile values are almost equal for 3 APIs (Java Security, Swing, and AWT), and they are around 85% and 80%, respectively. Hence, for these 3 APIs, we observe that almost all detected usage patterns (precisely 75% of detected usage patterns, according to the box lower quartile) are characterized with a high consistency, where the pattern’s consistency value is greater than 80%. In comparison with MAPO results for these 3 APIs, we observe that the consistency of usage patterns detected with MLUP is comparable to that of MAPO, with a very small delta in favor of MAPO in some cases. However, recalling that the cohesion scores for MLUP were much higher than those for MAPO, in the context of both validation sets (Figure 7) and training sets (Figure 6), we believe that this degradation of patterns consistency for our technique MLUP is actually acceptable.

In summary, the consistency metric reflects only the behavioral similarity of detected patterns with reference to the training and validation client programs, regardless of the cohesion quality. Both techniques are equivalent in terms of consistency, while MLUP remain much better in terms of cohesion quality of detected patterns.

VI. DISCUSSION

We applied our approach to four APIs and detected usage patterns that are informative and which could help to enhance the API’s documentation. The evaluation of our approach took into account the generalization to other client programs of the same API and showed that the usage pattern of an API remain informative for other clients. Although, we selected four APIs of different domains, the approach may not be generalized to all APIs because they may be of different natures.

The API usage pattern detected by our technique have the valuable property of generalizability. An API pattern detected using a certain set of client programs of the API, as input to our approach, is very likely to be evenly detected using a different set of client programs of the API of interest. This aspect of our approach also ensures that the detected patterns are independent of specific usage scenarios. The generalizability of the patterns suggests that they are used by different client programs involving various features. From this perspective, our approach is meant for enriching the API documentation and facilitating the development tasks when using new APIs.

One of the key contributions of our work is the adaptation of DBSCAN algorithm for mining API usage patterns. We have opted for this technique rather than for classic hierarchical clustering techniques since DBSCAN has a notion of noise, and is robust to outliers. Indeed, when mining API usage patterns, it is very probable to find many API methods that are not used jointly with specific set of methods. Such methods are utility methods that can be used with distinct subsets of the API methods. These methods are considered as noise and should not be clustered.

The efficacy of our approach relies on the coverage of the API methods, provided by the used client programs for mining the API usage patterns. This coverage has also to be redundant, i.e., an API method should be covered (used by) several client methods from different client programs. This limitation is shared by all existing work around making use of multiple API clients.

Finally, the application of our technique to detect multi-level API usage patterns requires the setting of thresholds that may impact its output. For instance, the epsilon parameter in the clustering algorithm controls the co-usage strength of the detected patterns. A small value leads to highly cohesive clusters which means that the detected patterns are very informative. Hence, decreasing the value of this parameter would result in an improvement in cohesion of detected patterns. However, in this case the number and the consistency of detected patterns could decrease because the highly cohesive detected patterns may not be shared by a large number of clients. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the co-usage relationship of our detected patterns and their generalization to a large number of clients. Based on our initial experience we set the maxEpsilon value to 0.35 which reflects a similarity of 0.65 but this value still need more investigation.

VII. RELATED WORK

Recently, different aspects around APIs usage have gained considerable attentions. Existing contributions can be organized in the following categories according to the purpose of their proposed techniques: code completion, API usage example recommendation, API usage visualization, exploration of API usage obstacles, and mining API usage patterns.

**Code Completion:** Enhancing current completion systems to work more effectively with large APIs have been investigated in [9], [8], [19]. This body of work makes use of database of API usage recommendation, type hierarchy, context filtering and API methods functional roles for improving the performance of API method call completion. Recently, Asaduzzaman et al. [20] proposed a context sensitive code completion technique that uses, in addition to the aforementioned information, the context of the target method call.

**API Usage Example Recommendation:** A similar body of work is interested in example recommendation of API usage [21], [22], [23], [24]. Existing contributions can be organized in two groups: IDE-based recommendation systems and JavaDoc-based recommendation systems. These contributions tried to instruments API documentation with usage examples based on a static slicing, clustering and pattern abstraction.

**API usage visualization:** Other contributions tried to enhance understanding API usage through explorative and interactive methods [25], [26]. This body of work described multi-dimensional exploration of API usage. The explored dimensions are related to the hierarchical organization of projects and APIs, metrics of API usage and API domains.

**Exploration of API Usage Obstacles:** From another perspective, the work in [27], [28] explored API usage obstacles through analyzing developers questions in Q&A website. This allows API designers to understand the problems faced while using their API, and to make corresponding improvements.

**Mining API Usage Patterns:** The most related contributions to ours are those interested in mining API usage patterns [29], [1], [2], [30]. These contributions adopted different categories of API usage patterns, different techniques for inferring patterns and different ways to assess patterns correctness and
Finally, our approach detects consistent usage patterns that enable the identification of core usage patterns, as well as peripheral usage patterns independently from usage context. Results show that UP-Miner reduces number of redundant patterns and detects more unpopular patterns, as compared to MAPO. As UP-Miner and MAPO are comparable and both are based on the BIDE algorithm to mine closed sequential patterns, and as we are interested in detecting popular (i.e., generalize-able) patterns, we chose to compare our approach to MAPO. Although MAPO mines sequential patterns, the sequential ordering of methods within usage patterns has not any impact on the comparison criteria (i.e., usage cohesion and consistency) adopted in our study.

The main limitations of the above-mentioned contributions are the inability to detect common/consistent API usage patterns, inability to capture out less common (interfering) API usage scenarios, and the context dependency. Our approach tries to circumvent theses limitations. First, we make use of multiple clients of the studied API which guarantees that usage patterns are genuine and recovered from the actual use of the API, and they are generalize-able for new API client programs. Second, the hierarchical construction of our usage patterns enables the identification of core usage patterns, as well as peripheral usage patterns independently from usage context. Finally, our approach detects consistent usage patterns that are used almost in the same way by API client programs.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We developed a technique that identifies multi-level API usage patterns. We detect groups of API methods that are highly cohesive in terms of usage by client programs. We analyzed four APIs along with up to 22 client programs per API. Our approach detected API usage patterns that are generalizable for a wide variety of API client programs. The detected patterns are constructed in a hierarchical manner and are useful to enrich the API’s documentation.

Our approach is based on static analysis of the API and its client program. A more precise analysis using dynamic analysis could improve the results. In the near future, we plan to evaluate our approach using a large dataset of APIs and to evaluate empirically the quality of detected usage patterns from developers perspective.
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